Abstract-Derivative traders are usually required to scan through hundreds, even thousands of possible trades on a dailybasis; a concrete case is the so-called Mid-Curve Calendar Spread (MCCS). The actual procedure in place is full of pitfalls and a more systematic approach where more information at hand is crossed and aggregated to find good trading picks can be highly useful and undoubtedly increase the trader's productivity. Therefore, in this work we propose an MCCS Recommendation System based on a stacking approach through Neural Networks. In order to suggest that such approach is methodologically and computationally feasible, we used a list of 15 different types of US Dollar MCCSs regarding expiration, forward and swap tenure. For each MCCS, we used 10 years of historical data ranging weekly from Sep/06 to Sep/16. Then, we started the modelling stage by: (i) fitting the base learners using as the input sensitivity metrics linked with the MCCS at time t, and its subsequent annualized returns as the output; (ii) feeding the prediction from each base model to a particular stacker; and (iii) making predictions and comparing different modelling methodologies by a set of performance metrics and benchmarks. After establishing a backtesting engine and setting performance metrics, our results suggest that our proposed Neural Network stacker compared favourably to other combination procedures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Inside an investment bank, a quantitative research team plays an important role as a hub for the demands and inputs of different stakeholders: traders, structurers, bankers, salespeople, etc. In general these actors are interested on trading ideas, portfolio analysis, economic outlooks, and new products to be sold for the bank's clients: pension funds, wealth managers, commercial banks, that is, institutional investors in general. A concrete case is the so-called Mid-Curve Calendar Spread (MCCS), a derivatives package that involves selling an option on a forward-starting swap and buying an option on a spotstarting swap with longer expiration [5] , [22] . In such a package, traders usually look for the historical carry and the breakeven width levels, in order to rank the most prominent ones to offer a client or to proceed in some proprietary trading.
However, one might notice that the main downsides of such approach are: (i) substantial information on the underlying are usually not taken into account; (ii) using the previous example, high historical values for carry and breakeven widths are more necessary rather than sufficient conditions for a profitable MCCS trade; (iii) a trader can quickly judge if an individual trade is worthwhile to invest, but may take some time to find it; and (iv) after a given period, traders tends to only look at a small subset of possible trades. Hence, a systematic approach where more information at hand is crossed and aggregated to find good trading picks can be highly useful and undoubtedly increase the trader's productivity.
Therefore, in this work we propose a MCCS Recommendation System based on a stacking approach through Neural Networks. Since we are looking for an omnibus methodology that can work for the different profiles of a MCCS, this ensemble-based methodology [13] , [28] can provide us with the capacity to highlight each base model where it fares best and discredit each base model where it performs poorly. By having many distinct base learners, we are able to provide a reasonable solution to different MCCSs, while at the same time give more chance to the Neural Network stacker to outperform the base learners across all MCCSs.
In order to suggest that such approach is methodologically and computationally feasible, we used a list of 15 different types of US Dollar MCCSs regarding expiration, forward and swap tenure. For each MCCS, we used 10 years of historical data ranging weekly from Sep/06 to Sep/16. Then, we started the modelling stage by: (i) fitting the base learners using as the input sensitivity metrics linked with the MCCS at time t, and its subsequent annualized returns as the output (in this case, holding 1-year-ahead the trade); (ii) feeding the prediction from each base model to a particular stacker; and (iii) making predictions and comparing different modelling methodologies by a set of performance metrics and benchmarks. Precisely, we used a total of 13 base models, with some being commonly used by the traders to decide which MCCS look more attractive to a selling pitch. We compared the Neural Network stacker with three other traditional combination approaches common in the financial literature. After establishing a backtesting engine and setting performance metrics, our results suggest that our proposed Neural Network stacker compared favourably to other stacking procedures.
In this sense, we organised this work as follows: next section presents a literature review on existing approaches to return/price prediction/estimation in different areas and instruments, as well as a brief description on MCCS trades. The third section displays the stacking approach through Neural Networks, the base learners used and the calibration process that each undergone, the dataset that comports the MCCS trades and a set of performance metrics applied.
Finally, we exhibit the results and discussions linked with the performance analysis of each model through different metrics and perspectives. We close this work with some concluding remarks and future directions for research.
II. RELATED WORKS AND MID-CURVE CALENDAR SPREAD
Literature provides a growing body of evidence that price changes can be predicted, that is, in particular circumstances and periods securities violate the Efficient Market Hypothesis [3] , [20] . This hypothesis states that price changes must be unforecastable if they are properly anticipated, that is if they fully incorporate the expectations and information of all participants. In this sense, researchers have employed different modelling approaches and information sets to predict price changes across a range of assets; for cash instruments (equities, bonds, foreign exchange, etc.) we can find a vast amount of research using statistical and machine learning methods [4] , [6] , [11] , [15] , [19] , [29] , [30] .
Contrasting with the emphasis that researchers in cash instruments put on return predictability, when we devote our attention to research in derivatives instruments (options, swaps, swaptions, etc.) it is clear that most of the effort is concentrated on pricing these contracts via stochastic calculus [10] , [16] , [22] , [25] , with some few exceptions using Neural Networks and other machine learning models for price estimation [14] , [23] , [27] . When we devote our attention to the asset type that this work is dedicated, interest rate swaptions, a similar pattern persists: most of the research is related to pricing and not to return prediction.
Based on this short review of existing approaches to return/price prediction/estimation in different areas and instruments, to the best of our knowledge, our work is the first attempt to apply computational statistics and machine learning techniques to build trading strategies in the context of interest rate swaptions. Our approach is not the only novel from a modelling perspective, but instead of trading the vanilla product (receiver/payer interest rate swaption), we prefer to focus on options strategies (calendar spreads, straddles, etc.) which in many cases is the package that is in practice traded. By thinking in terms of the package, in this case, a MidCurve Calendar Spread, rather than the individual constituents we unlock some features that can only be computed in this situation, like the carry at expiry, breakeven width and so on.
A Mid-Curve Calendar Spread (MCCS) is a package involving short selling an option on a forward-starting swap and going long a longer-expiry swaption on the same underlying swap [5] , [12] . Investors typically use MCCS to take a view on forwarding volatility. This comes from the fact that, conceptually, spot volatility can be decomposed into forward volatility and mid-curve volatility. Taking 10y10y 1 for example, we outline below a relation that hold for those volatility exposures of different time periods for the underlying 10y10y rate [26] :
(1) With the above (assuming flat skews where volatility is the standard deviation), 5y fwd 5y10y volatility can be backed out if we know 10y10y swaption volatility and 5y5y10y midcurve volatility. Therefore, a forward strike swaption, in nature a pure exposure to forward volatility, can be approximated by short selling a mid-curve and buying a plain vanilla swaption, which is an MCCS. Due to put-call parity, at the expiry date, an MCCS becomes either an out of the money payer or a receiver no matter it is payer or receiver at the inception.
In Figure 1 is presented the payoff profile for an USD 1m1y2y. We plot the payoff profiles for current volatility and up and down volatility scenarios, noting that the long vega position means that the payoff profile shifts up in a rising volatility environment and correspondingly shifts down in a falling vol environment. We calculate the (volatility adjusted) breakevens as being 0.41%−0.47%, giving very little protection against selloffs, but maintaining a decent margin for a rally. We note that forwards in a ±1 volatility band leave them at 0.40% − 0.49%, a range just marginally larger than our breakeven range (i.e., the trade should pay off just slightly less than 66% of the time). From this payoff profile many of the input variables, outlined in the next section, are backed, such as the Gamma, Delta, Breakeven Width (BE-Width), and so on. III. METHODOLOGY In summary, our solution develops the following roadmap: 1) Data: On a certain trade date, we calculate metrics and sensitivities related to an MCCS package; 2) Modelling: These metrics are feed in a predictive model that outputs its expected return for a given holding period (e.g., one year); 3) Recommendation: After repeating (i) and (ii) for all MCCS we (iii) rank them based on the expected returns using some criteria.
Hence, the next three subsections describes in details the MCCS trades and ensemble members used (Dataset and Models section); how these base learners were stacked, and specifically how they were assembled in a Neural Network stacker (Stacking Approach section); and finally, last subsection presents which metrics were used to evaluate the recommendation system performance when a certain predictive model candidate is underpinning it (Performance Metrics).
A. Dataset and Models
During our experiments, we opted to use the trades displayed in Table I . Although many other configurations are available in practice, these are the ones with longest historical data available, which is important when it is necessary to fit a predictive model. As it can be seen, all trades are in US Dollar, ranging from different expiries (1y-5y), forwards (1y, 5y and 10y) and swap tenures (1y, 5y and 20y).
For each configuration, at time t we agree with a counterpart to trade this package using the At the Money Forward (ATMF) rate as the strike, paying or receiving the present value P V t . The P V t is computed via SABR model [24] , using information and parameters (e.g., spot, forward rates and raterate correlation) calibrated using market data on a daily basis. From the same model that computed the P V t , we can obtain other metrics as those displayed in Table II . Carry at Expiry and BE Width are those obtained looking at the payoff profile at expiry. The Aged 1y Carry is produced by ageing the trade by one year (moving closer to the expiration) and estimate the payoff profile computing the carry. Theta, Vega and Gamma are the sensitivities of the instruments by a change in time, volatility and a wider range of underlying rate movements, respectively. These and the ATMF Implied Vol are backed by the SABR model too. Curve, Time and Volatility Carry are the amount of Aged 1y Carry that can be attributed to the changes in certain sensitivities from spot to forward, such as the Delta (Curve), Theta (Time) and Vega (Volatility). These can also be used as tools to understand which factors most influence the instrument value over time.
After computing all these metrics at time t, we hold the trade until t + h where h can be two weeks, one month, one year, and so on, as long as t + h is before or at expiration. In time t + h we compute the P V t+h of the same trade again, using the new economic scenario available (e.g. rates, change in model parameters). By agreeing on buying back or selling the current trade for P V t+h we can compute the Holding kperiod Return of the trade started at time t by:
Based on these procedures, metrics and observations, Table  III express other details that we used during our experiments to generate the dataset. Therefore, we gathered data from trades entered on a weekly basis from September 2006 to September 2016. These trades are struck ATMF, using the P V t computed from the Middle Rate (in practice, some bid-ask spread would be imbued proportional to the Vega). After holding for one year (h = 1y) the trade, we compute the arithmetical returns that are, therefore by definition, automatically annualised. These returns are gross, and so we need to take into account the transaction costs (hedging costs and fixed fees charged by the derivatives desk) as well as some future funding rate. These values are also outlined in Table III , where the transaction costs of 0.75 as a fraction of Vega were chosen not only to taken into account the transaction cost, but also some potential bid-ask spread on the start/unwind of the trade. The 3-month Treasury bill rate was chosen as the funding cost/benchmark rate to compute excess returns.
In relation to modelling, our general model is a system of uncoupled equations:
where for each MCCS trade (i = 1, ..., n) there is an i-th predictive model f i that is feed with a set of precalculated features (BE Width, Carry, etc.) and returns an estimate of the holding 1y-period returnR (1y) t,i . As the model is an approximation, some noise/error is expected, and in the modelling aspect, this is expressed as the ε t,i component. After defining which variable is intended to be predicted, the remaining points are: which models are available to embody f i and how the fitting, validation and selection of these models are going to be made.
About the first point, in the first rows of Table IV we display the base learners that we used during our experiments. We should mention that these models are standard techniques commonly found in the computational statistics and machine learning literature, with their mathematical descriptions and usage can be consulted in the following references [2] , [8] , [9] , [13] , [17] . Table IV Model column presents a plethora of models that this work has fitted for this prediction purpose: we started from simple predictive models such as Classical Linear Regression, Regression Tree, towards those that can seamlessly exhibit nonlinear behaviours, like Random Forest, Kernel Ridge Regression, Multi-Layer Perceptron and Support Vector Regression. Some of these methods had their hyperparameters held constant across all experiments (Fixed Hyperparameters column), or because we wanted to apply a particular form of a method (RBF kernel, single hidden layer, etc.) or because during a warm-up phase we noticed that they did not affect substantially the results (hyperbolic tangent, increasing number of trees, etc.).
For certain models, the Cross-Validated Parameters column shows which hyperparameters were optimised before the prediction step. For instance, suppose the case of Ridge Regression and the need to define the regularisation value (λ) appropriately. Consider that we have a set of training pairs (f eatures t , R
2 of size L, and for this sample we subset it in k-rolling-cross-validation (k-rolling-cv) folders (better explained later in this subsection). Then, we train and test using this scheme the Ridge Regression model with one of the predefined λ, say λ = 10 0 . We compute some performance function on the test set (Mean Squared Error -MSE) and repeat this process for all λ values available. We use in the final model the λ that on average had the lowest MSE.
The process explained previously is repeated for all cross-validated parameters in each model. When a model needs to cross-validate a pair or more of hyperparameters, the procedure is to perform all the feasible combinations of them (e.g., KRR-RBF with (λ, γ) = {(1, 0.01), (0.1, 0.01), ..., (0.001, 100)}). Another relevant point is that this process is in fact made inside a bigger loop called nested resampling [1] , and that is the reason we have k and L inner and outer.
We fitted an usual benchmark found in the literature for forecasting modelling: the Naive model [18] . We also imple- 2 For the sake of brevity we dropped the subscript (i).
mented the benchmarks that traders use to assess whether a particular MCCS is worth to be pitched or traded: BE Width and Carry at Expiry. We replicated the way traders look to these features, by computing z-scores 3 based on average and standard deviation on rolling window of size equal to 1 year. The signal for going long/short (S t ) is given by a thumb rule with a simple rationale: if a certain metric has a z-score above or equal to ±3, the trader goes fully long (+)/short(-) in the trade, since it is a very extreme event. Otherwise, it reduces the leverage on it, until it below one standard deviation of distance from the rolling average.
We removed any missing data, and clipped extremes values, mainly in returns above the 95% percentiles (in our case it can be due to some numerical problems, or some extreme scenarios related to 2008-2009 financial crisis period). Next subsection presents the Stacking Approach, made to assemble all the base learners in a final model.
B. Stacking Approach
In general, the stacking approach consists of combining the underlying base learners in way that a consensual output is generated from it. Generically, for a particular trade we can express this combination by:
whereR (1y) t is the final output, comprising the combination of k = 1, ..., K different base learners input (R (1y) t,k ). In this work, the way this combination is made, that is the functional form of g, is established by one of the four different forms: three linear and one nonlinear. Starting from the linear approaches, we can cast the general expression of g by:
with the weights w k being defined by each approach as:
• Equally Weighted (Eq Weighted): all base learners wield the same weight, that is, or more precisely w k = 1/K. • Minimum Volatility Portfolio (Min Vol): the weights are defined by the Minimum Volatility estimation technique [21] , in which the weights of each base learner are proportional to the inverse of the ensemble covariance matrix. Intuitively, base learners that provide more volatile returns and are highly-correlated are weighted less in the ensemble.
• Tangent Portfolio (Tang Port): the weights are defined by the Tangent Portfolio technique [21] , where roughly speaking each base learner is weighted by its riskadjusted return, penalised by how much diversity (lowcorrelation) is bringing to the portfolio. It should be mentioned that all these approaches are traditional benchmarks used by the traders and found in the 3 a z-score is defined by: Z − score = X−µ σ where X represent the actual value of a certain variable, µ and σ the average and standard deviation of X in a period. Table IV , and we have used an extra set of data for this purpose. We also investigated the importance of each underlying model. Since an MLP do not provide seamlessly the relevance of each base learner, we have estimated it using a perturbation method:
hence, we approximate the partial derivative by taking a central-difference for the base learner k. More precisely, by adding and subtracting a small perturbation in its prediction at time t, and evaluating its results in the output of the MLP Stacker. By doing it across all base learners, we are able to not only check which model plays a major role in the final prediction, but also check in which sense its input is being re-weighted (positively or negatively) .
Using the consensus prediction of a given stacking/base learner, the recommendation of a certain trade can be made solely on some normalised version of the expected return for holding 1y-period the i-th trade (R (1y) t,i ). Given that each model will be providing individual forecasts for each MCCS and after that their performance will be assessed locally and globally, a more suitable manner to proceed would be to assign a credit based on the tracking record of a model to predict a particular MCCS trade. Hence, we will be weighted up or down a signal not only based on the magnitude of a model prediction but also by its quality. Then, consider asR (1y) t,i the expected return for holding 1y-period the i-th MCCS trade. Now, define the new signal function S t,i by:
where the strength of the i-th long/short signal is given by its expected return, scaled by the maximum weighted return that a long/short position on the same trade (that is why the returns are in absolute terms) was expected to yield in the previous h-period (in this case 1 year). Therefore, the trade with the maximum weighted return in absolute terms will have |S t,i | = 1 as well as those close to zero will yield S t,i ≈ 0. The weight/credit of a certain prediction is based on the historical adherence between the actual and predicted values, that is, through the Pearson correlation coefficient (Rho).
C. Performance Metrics
Below we outline two types of metrics: one that focuses on the predictive performance that the model provided, and other four that are based on the profit/loss that its application harvested during the backtest. Set by R
t,i ) the strategy return (combination of the realized/observed excess returns and the signal -function of a model prediction), we can compute the following metrics:
• Average Return (Avg Return): is the arithmetic average of the strategy returns:
• Standard Deviation: is the estimator of the dispersion around the strategy average returns (a risk measure in certain sense):
• Information Ratio: is the average annualized return of a strategy earned in excess of a particular benchmark per unit of risk (measured in terms of standard deviation):
whereB is the average return of the benchmark (e.g., treasury bond, equity index). In our case, it was already set to the 3-month Treasury bill (Table III) . It should be mentioned that Information Ratio makes each strategy performance comparable: since we are adjusting average returns by the risk assumed for each strategy, it removes the leverage component that is magnifying/shrinking the returns provided by a certain strategy. In analogy, it can be viewed as standardising a random variable by stripping it from its location and scaling factor. Based on the methodology developed in this section, next one presents the results and discussions of this work.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Table VI present the main results for each base learner and stacking approaches in terms of Information Ratio in the test set per MCCS. Overall, all methods outperformed the Naive model, implying that some predictability exist and can be achieved from the other features (Carry at Expiry, Breakevens, etc.) we have selected to compose each base learner. Traders benchmarks fared in average better than the machine learning approaches, especially the BE-Width Z-score scheme though CarryAtExpiry had controlled better the dispersion of the results across MCCS. From the predictive methods, Bayesian Ridge and Classical Ridge Regression outperformed in average the remaining piecewise linear and nonlinear methods (like SVR-RBF, KRR-RBF, etc.).
About the main findings of the stacking approaches (the last four rows of Table VI), in average the MLP Stacker outperformed the remaining traditional approaches, and in just very few occasions obtained a result lower than one the approaches (such as for USD 1y5y5y). To check whether this difference was substantial, Table V presents a statistical analysis using the average aligned ranks, Aligned-rank Friedman test and Holm posthoc procedure [7] . When we look at the average rank, MLP Stacker was the top positioned (11.13) while Tang Port remained most of the time as the worst choice (38.16), very close to the remaining approaches. In general, all Z-scores were above 3.8, resulting in very low p-values (<0.0001). If we set our initial significance level as 0.05 and correct using the Holm procedure (last column) we can assert that MLP Stacker performed significantly better than the other models. Therefore, MLP Stacker is capturing some information beyond that is not being spanned by the trader's benchmark, probably due to its nonlinear combination of the base learners -a statement that might require further investigations.
Delving into the MLP Stacker results, Figure 2 presents the normalised relevance of each base learner (following equation 9), aggregating across all MCCS. Overall, most machine learning approaches had low relevance, apart from the Lasso Regression and MLP (keeping as estimated the position signal), and Classic Regression and AdaBoost (reversing the position signal). Both trader's benchmark methods (Breakeven and Carry) accounts roughly for 15-20% of the final predicted value -as mentioned before these models in particular performed in average better than the remaining predictive models. Figure 3 presents the observed annualised returns (red line), with the overlapped long-short positioning (area chart) of the MLP Stacker for the USD 3y5y5y MCCS trade. The MLP stacker was able to capture most opportunities to short the trade (when the return would have been negative) or go long in it (when the return was positive), avoiding volatile moments (Feb-2012 to Feb-2013) by keeping the exposure as neutral as possible.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This work proposed a trading recommendation system for Mid-Curve Calendar Spread Trades (MCCS) through a Neural Network stacking approach. We started with the main motivations, highlighting the bottlenecks that the derivatives traders face in their day-to-day routines. To tackle these issues, we propose a recommendation system that could analyse and rank a set of fixed income derivatives trades. Therefore, we started the methodology by showing the dataset: it comprised of 15 US Dollar MCCS trades, ranging from September 2006 to September 2016, with different expirations, forward and swap tenures. For each particular trade, we described how the sampling of inputs (metrics, sensitivities and lagged returns) and outputs (returns from unwinding the trade after one year of its start) were computed on a weekly basis. Then, we displayed the modelling strategy by highlighting the base learners used, and how the Stacking approaches, in special the Neural Network, were used to provide a consensual signal based on the inputs from the underlying models as well as other information to traders. Our results suggests that our proposed Neural Network Stacking approach outperformed substantially the traditional approaches for pooling models in the financial literature. Also, regarding interpretability, our sensibility investigation on the models being most used -and the subsequent investigation that can be made over which features are more prevalent in which model -tend to make it easier to convey and convince the traders to use our recommendation system. Future works should increase the sampling frequency: we used for this experiment data from weekly trades, and though this turned the modelling process faster, we had an undersampling close to a fifth. This, of course, reduced the power of our backtest as well as limited the range of models that can be applied. Also, some other works can devote some attention to better analyse the signal generating function used, as well as attempt to find out potential alternatives for the formulation used. Although it worked properly, we believe that some extra effort can overall improve models results and the nested resampling framework can help us find that out. Finally, other stacking approaches based on machine learning should be tried to enlarge and strengthen our findings.
